
INTRODUCTION:

This was a majalis held in commemoration of Bibi Fatima Zahra (a.s), the daughter of the Holy 
Prophet Mohammad (SAW).. In 2022 the majalis was held from 14th to 22nd of January and the 
23rd of January was her wiladat.

SUMMARY

 Fatimiyah majalis was held on 14th to 22nd of January at Masjid Hassanain Bahman 
Mombasa, evening hours from 5-6 PM. 

 The wiladat was held on 23rd of January.
 Speakers who gave sermons included; Sh. Ali Bahero, Sh. Muhammad Dumuli, Sh. Juma

Shuguli, Sayyd Twahir and Sh. Aidarus Athman.
 The majalis was streamed live by the media department.
 We had a daily in-person attendance of approximately 70 people and a bigger audience 

online, and on the wiladat day, the attendance rose to approximately 200 people

The discussed topics involved the following:

 Biography of Lady Fatima.
 Patience and Struggles in the life of Bibi

Fatima Zahra (a.s).
 Lady Fatima as a role model for all women

in the world. 
 Lady Fatima as a source of Islam. (Ahlul

Bait (a.s))
 The role Bibi Fatima played in her family.
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MEDIA 

The media team supported the program by live streaming through our Facebook page. In 
addition, the sermons were edited and uploaded to our YouTube channel. This was followed by
vigorous marketing and sharing of the links to various platforms for the ummah to benefit from
the sermons.

RECOMMENDATION

As the main function of our organization is tableegh, it was recommended that such majalis 
should continue to be held annually in commemoration of the Ahlul Bait (a.s). Through this 
majalis, the ummah learns, knows, and understands the progeny of the holy prophet (s.a.w.w) 
and their role in Islam.

CONCLUSION

The Majilis was successful, many appreciated and were very grateful for the acquired 
knowledge. They urged the Organization to keep on holding similar majalis in the future.

Bilal Muslim Mission of Kenya appreciates the generous support and assistance received from various donors
to ensure a successful run of this program.

The Mission also thanks all those involved in the preparation and delivery of this event.
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